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Allen County READI Proposal

Project or Program Contact Information
Project/Program Name

Artrium-Rialto Creative ("ARC") Phase II

Project/Program Contact

Leslie Koehlinger Russ

Project/Program Contact Email

lellett.aspen@gmail.com

Project/Program Contact Phone

(214) 952-5117

Relationship to Project/Program

Owner/Developer/Impact Investor as Founder & President of the Russ
Koehlinger Foundation

Project or Program Location
Address

2616 South Calhoun Street
4 adjoining lots (120 W. Pontiac, 117 W. Woodland, 121 W. Woodland, 123
W. Woodland)
Fort Wayne, IN 46807

County

Allen

Project or Program Details
What type of project/program?

Capital

What is the duration of the
project/program?

12-18 months

Is this a hybrid project and program?

No

Select project/program focus areas.
(You can select multiple)

Grow the Workforce
Downtown Vibrancy
Entrepreneurship & Innovation

Share a description of the
project/program.

The Rialto was Fort Wayne's premier theatre in 1924, comprising
nearly 11,000 square feet including a café, tobacco shop, a 500+ person
auditorium, a balcony addition, and upstairs offices. Decades of neglect
and water damage left the interior irreversibly damaged. With woodwork
destroyed, the plaster crumbled, the seating now removed, a 2003
$100,000 rebuilt roof needs ongoing maintenance, and the decade-old
single-paned windows fail to insulate the theatre's interior from loud street
noise. Now owned by the Russ Koehlinger Foundation (RKF), the ARC
Phase II plan is to restore and transform the building as a mixed-use,
state-of-the-art film and live performing arts venue, paying homage to the
building's original 1924 Renaissance revival architecture by D.C. Brunswick
and A.M. Strauss (1940's remodel architect).
The prominent Rialto marquee will be refurbished, and upon entering
the building, the interior lobby will resonate art-deco décor and then
transition to modern visuals and state-of-the-art venue specific
accouterments inside the theatre itself. The shallow proscenium will be
rebuilt and repositioned to accommodate musical theatre, a stage large
enough to showcase ensemble performers, complete with a back stage,
side wings and a drop down large movie screen concealed within the
proscenium curtain to support a movie house. The old Rialto concessions
space will be transformed into a boutique Italian bistrot with its kitchen, bar,
and additional restaurant seating on the upper level. A street entry door will
replace the existing ticketing area in the building's front entry to allow dining
during hours when the theatre is closed. The old tobacco shop will be
renovated to serve as an administrative and box office, and its basement
turned into dressing rooms and storage of stage materials, props and
supplies. All three levels will include bathrooms, and a freight size elevator
will support all levels.
Leading up to this phase of reconstruction, the following ARC Phase II
preparatory work was completed: significant demolition of obsolete
materials, roof restructure, asbestos remediation, exterior wall repair,
entrances secured, motion-sensor exterior lighting added, coal shoot
cemented in, terra cotta façade restoration, sewer and electrical pulled to
the building with utilities running, functional temporary use of the old
tobacco shop (restroom, lighting, HVAC, flooring, wall treatments),
functional requirements gathered from Anchor tenants, and
consultations/early design phase meetings with prospective
architects/construction/design firms. RKF additionally owns four adjoining
lots that will be developed into much-need secure parking space.

Why is this project/program regionally
significant?

The goal of the project is to restore the character of the historic Rialto
Theatre while gracefully transforming it into a multi-use venue that will
provide much-needed cultural arts facilities for smaller arts organizations
struggling to pay market rates on existing venues. RKF anchors committed
to using the facility wish to accommodate not only film but also support live
performance. This desire drives a decision to reduce the seating from its
original 700 seats to a more intimate 350 seats. Reducing the number of
seats allows for a full-sized stage, backstage, larger front lobby, ample
bathrooms, a boutique bar/restaurant with commercial kitchen, and
pre-function space for receptions and community gatherings. Renovations
to the theater will help preserve the historic architecture, and anchor
tenants who have significant regional and even statewide presence will
benefit from new multi-purpose areas and state-of-the-art equipment to
usher the venue into a new era.
Since opening its Lake Avenue Studios (ARC Project Phase I) two
months ago, RKF has gained four strategic, long-term partners, including
five-year commitments with both Indiana Musical Theatre Foundation
(IMTF), Fort Wayne Cinema Center (CC), and a vocal/acting studio based
in Chicago that opened a second studio in Fort Wayne. IMTF alone has
established a reputation that attracts high school students from over 30
different high schools in Northeast Indiana, high schools in in Ohio and
region and college students from a variety of universities throughout
Indiana, the University of Alabama, Concordia University-WI, Western
Michigan University, Xavier University, Harper Community College, and
Viterbo University, all of whom performed at the IMTF June, 2021 Cabaret.
This year's summer musical attracted an unprecedented 135 high school
students through Northeast Indiana and Ohio who auditioned for the Les
Miserable cast of 70. The program is so important to them that many travel
a great distance every day for the opportunity to perform and learn from
top-notch professionals supporting pre-production phase of putting on a
Broadway musical.
Cinema Center engages independent, foreign, and documentary film
enthusiasts, critics, and content creators from all over the country,
educating audiences with world-wide issues, will be a featured anchor at
the Rialto and become an important source toward building cultural acuity
and resilience across neighborhoods that are rich with diversity. It is the
intention of these Anchors to collaborate in optimizing their infrastructure
and scaling their revenue potential through synergistic opportunities to
open up new lines of business and create original content/IP that further
brands Indiana communities, broadens their customer-base, and ensures
the future sustainability of their operations.

How does this project/program relate to
The project goal is to impact all focus areas: grow the workforce,
the identified focus area(s)?
promote downtown vibrancy, and demonstrate entrepreneurism. Workforce
contributions are naturally expected. The design/construction phase
attracts trade-related jobs. New venue-related positions will include:
theatre-related staffing, restaurants, building and grounds
maintenance/security, marketing public relations, and positively impact
travel-related hotel/transportation jobs. The nature of the business attracts
professionals, educators, and students to more fully engage in a
reinvigorated neighborhood. Out of town visitors will readily venture within
close proximity of their downtown hotels to experience local cuisine and
cultural.
What makes this project compelling is the Historic Williams-Woodland
location, an artists' canvas of architecture and folklore that draws
prospective homeowners to the area. The demand for '07 housing suggests
a need for more retail, entertainment and restaurants to support the
growing population. The RKF entrepreneurial arts model encourages
end-to-end collaboration, from education and pre-production to connecting
audiences at the Rialto with shared visual and performing arts experiences.
Therefore ARC Phase II is the critical catalyst toward jump-starting the
creative economy along the two-mile stretch that spans South Side High
School (SSHS) to downtown. The Rialto connects the historic '07 with '03
neighbors in walking distance of downtown's '02 heartbeat, enriching and
expanding economic development. One mile in the opposite direction is
Indiana's third most diverse public high school, which has a 74% minority
enrollment and over 70 languages spoken in the homes of SSHS students.
SSHS attracts a melting pot of cultural and socio-economically diverse
students, community and faculty through its International Baccalaureate
program and its recent designation as FWCS' Arts magnate within STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math) programming. This
project resonates with SSHS's vision of building a culture that inspires and
cultivates the next generation of problem solvers, inventors and leaders.
This urban corridor will benefit immediately with an announcement
that a shovel-ready renovation of the nearly 100-year old shuttered theatre
is in play. Programs will feature local performing artists, visiting
professionals and arts enthusiasts who experience original content
enriched with an educational component. RKF's vision is to ignite the
creative economy in this area of town, which is already attracting
Millennials/ GenZ's from outside Greater Fort Wayne. A Rialto Theatre
District will further encourage tourism and provide entertainment/restaurant
options for business travelers. Re-opening the Rialto will mitigate
entrepreneurial risk of new investments on South Calhoun and allow the
arts collaborative to expand further, adding new partnerships and initiating
new lines of arts-related businesses.

What is the project/program timeline?

ARC Phase II was fueled by a million+ hybrid Phase I project funded
100% by RKF's founders, whose vision was to create an intentional
arts-based collaborative neighborhood (Lake Avenue, 5 minutes from
downtown) that would attract innovative arts organizations, best-in-breed
instructors, and aspiring gig artists to affordable learning and
pre-production space, and then provide equally affordable
performance/viewing space at a newly renovated Rialto Theatre (Phase II the purpose of this funding application). During a time in which most
organizations hibernated, RKF demolished 13,000 square feet of obsolete,
abandoned offices and developed innovative preproduction, education and
rehearsal studios in 6 months, opening the doors of RKF Mixed-Use
Collaborative Studios May 2021 to experience full use by organizations
recruited in advance.
The same aggressive approach for the Rialto renovation is
anticipated, with anchor tenants already committed and primed upon
reopening. Functional use is specified, preliminary interviews and tours
have occurred, including prospective architects, designers, and
engineering/construction firms, a phased outline Master Plan was received,
and preliminary budgets were reviewed by industry experts. The project is
shovel ready to begin immediately after the award is granted and conclude
12-18 months thereafter with immediate launch of revenue-producing
events. A Phase III of this Project that explores new strategic lines of
business is already underway and requires no additional funding.
Project Assumptions
BudgetSource
Property Acquisition
CompleteRialto Theatre building 0 RKF
Complete4 vacant lots - designated parking 0RKF
Months 1-3(fn#1) add'l parking
$ 150,000
Architect/Design/Construction firm interviews and selection in process
Marketing Public Relations Plan
50% Complete0
Master Arch./Engineering Plan Development (phased outline complete)
Month 1 Phase 1 Conceptual Design
Months 1-3Phase 2 Design Develop/Construction Document
Months 3-18Phase 3 Construction Bidding & Administration
New Construction Budget Assumptions
Restaurant1 (1,540sf @ $500sf)
$ 770,000
Bar/Level 2 Bar/Kitch.(2764sf @ $500sf)$1,382,000
350-seat Theatre (3600sf @ $250sf)
$ 900,000
Tobacco Shop (1960sf @ $250sf)
$ 490,000
Hallways/Bathrooms(1136sf @ $250sf)$ 283,750
(fn#2) Cinema & Theatre specific$ 750,000

Parking lot (concrete, iron fence, elec.gate)$ 200,000
Elevator (3 floors)
$ 200,000
Arch./Project Mgmt/Inspect.Fees/Permits$ 716,363
TOTAL CAPITAL REQUESTED$5,842,113
(fn#1) Beneficial, but not required to fulfill this project phase
(fn#2) Projector, seating, retractable screen, electronics, sound panels,
specialty wiring, amplifier, speakers, stage curtains, theatre stage lights

List the partners involved in this
project/program.

To ensure optimum use with a variety of programming that will appeal
to diverse tastes across the 11 county partnership as a destination venue,
committed RKF Anchor Partners include a growing list of best-in-breed arts
organizations, such as Fort Wayne Cinema Center, Purdue's Center for
Media Collaboration, Indiana Musical Theatre Foundation, Fort Wayne
Summer Music Theatre and Cabaret Series, Leman Vocal Studios of
Chicago and Fort Wayne, Leavell Art Galleries, and Sunspace Film, all of
whom have committed to the arts collaborative.
Russ Koehlinger Foundation (RKF), ARC Project property
owner/developer, is an Indiana 501(c)(3) Nonprofit Organization. EIN:
47-3116580
RKF's mission is to help foster community resilience through arts-based
impact investing. Through her philanthropy, Leslie Koehlinger Russ, RKF
Founder/President, brings an artrepreneurial triple threat advantage to
projects by combining skills as an entrepreneur, executive manager, and as
a vocal and instrumental artist. Leslie's pragmatic sense of urgency in
building creative space for artists during the pandemic was in response to
the unprecedented human isolation being experienced during the
pandemic. Her passion to serve Greater Fort Wayne stems from a desire to
give back to the community that gave her an enriched and grounded
childhood experience. Leslie graduated from DePauw University and
worked extensively in technology start-ups and as a global strategist and
mergers/acquisition consultant after obtaining an MBA from San Jose
University. Her greatest passion apart from family is mentoring and passing
the entrepreneurial torch to next-gen leadership.
Indiana Musical Theatre Foundation (IMTF), ARC 5-year anchor/partner, is
an Indiana 501(c)(3) Nonprofit Organization. EIN: 83-4025556
Re-branded in 2019 as IMTF, Fort Wayne Summer Music Theatre and
Cabaret unveiled its new headquarters at the May 2021 ribbon cutting at
RKF's new studios on Lake Avenue. IMTF Executive Director, Andrew
Sherman stated, "IMTF is thrilled to become Arts Anchors in this gorgeous
state-of-the art space. We can now focus on the future, positioning IMTF
for innovative growth and sustainability in an industry that often struggles to
remain financially viable." IMTF's mission is to further arts education while
also training students to a higher skill-set. IMTF has entertained an
audience base of 45,000 since its 1999 founding. The program has
flourished, reaching nearly 10,000 students from over 40 high schools and
colleges in Indiana and recently attracted students from the surrounding
states of Illinois and Ohio. This growing number of student actors,
musicians, dancers, designers, and technicians includes a long list of
alumni now working professionally in the creative economy worldwide,
including national and regional tours.
Cinema Center (CC), an Indiana 501(c)(3) Nonprofit Organization founded
in 1976, EIN: 35-1414723 is also a committed 5-year anchor (see
attachment).

Project or Program Finances
What is the total amount of READI
program funds requested?

$5,842,113

Upload a file with project/program
finances.

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10990218734

What is the sustainability of the
project/program? Share your 3-year
plan.

RKF has been intentional in creating a collaborative arts-based
community, where artists learn and grow from each other, find cost synergy
by optimizing usage of shared creative space and non-core expenses, find
revenue synergy in growth through collaborating to create new lines of
business, and receiving ongoing mentoring from profit-minded RKF
mentors intent on their non-profit partners developing the skills and mindset
to become self-sustaining entrepreneurs.
During my tenure on several local arts boards, I learned that a 50/50
revenue mix of related programming/rentals/concessions versus
grants/memberships/gifts was about as good as it gets in this traditionally
donor-dependent industry. However, my view is that the designation of
501(c)(3) is merely a tax consequence, and it is within every viable
nonprofit arts organization to develop an entrepreneurial mindset and
innovate toward the future in a creative economy that is growing at a record
setting pace! According to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, arts and
cultural production supports over 6 million jobs and accounts for nearly
$1.3 trillion dollars (>5% of the U.S. economy). Unfortunately, the state of
Indiana's creative economy falls way below (under 50%) the national
average, and according to leading corporations attending the World
Economic Forum, creativity, originality and initiative are the most critical
skills for a future resilient workforce, and college graduates now entering
the workforce gravitate to locations where the arts are core to a cities
culture. A city's economic growth and sustainability therefore hinge on its
investment in the creative economy.
As a strategist and entrepreneur with deep knowledge of the industry,
my goal with partner organizations is to help their leadership evolve from
status quo to become thriving artrepreneurs operating in the black, creating
original content and branding - in no need of funding. RKF's first two
anchors are already demonstrating that mindset. IMTF was once
dependent solely on grants, often unable to pay nominal contractor fees.
New leadership now operates in the black and produces six times the
revenues of other rival organizations. Leadership of RKF's other primary
anchor, Cinema Center, has turned around an organization that was
$100,000 in debt to now operating in the black while intentionally scaling
caliber programming to meet the needs of its audience. The bottom line on
sustainability in the arts is in implementing a collaborative arts hub, similar
to a think tank for those experienced with technology start-ups. It is in the
collaborative sharing of unique perspectives and skills that fuels new lines
of business and attract peers operating on an equal or higher level.
Accomplished, skilled artists inspire others and in collaboration create a
snow-ball effect - the higher the caliber of art produced, the higher the
demand for tickets and per ticket price audiences are willing to pay.
Sustainability is about connecting audiences to these shared experiences
of artistic expression, which in turn strengthens intercultural acuity and
community engagement.

Describe the return on investment for
this project/program.

There is considerable support for investment in the Rialto Theatre to
better accommodate a variety of uses and patrons. A renovated and
repurposed mixed-use cinema and performing space can provide important
community impact and become a support anchor to downtown vitality. To
ensure success the venue must accommodate a significant variety of uses
and users, and RKF with advisory input is comfortable with the assumption
that the theatre could grow to at least 90 events annually (Cinema Center)
and 10 events annually (IMTF) by year 2 of operations, with the building in
use for educational and rehearsal purposes an additional 200 days per
year. Both organizations will continue to scale, while usage will be
supplemented by other future anchor organizations and special use rentals.

Organizations leasing the Rialto will manage their own resources and
operating costs, and equally enjoy full autonomy over their revenues.
Specifically, RKF will not cannibalize 501(c)(3) user programming revenue
by charging fees such as a percent of tickets sold. It is RKF's intent to
charge below-market rates for anchor/member usage in an attempt to
break even on building operations expenses. Anchors will manage all
aspects of their business, including concessions, marketing, administration,
insurance, etc. Non-anchor renters may rent the facility as well but at
"non-member" rates when the facility is not in use by anchors. The 2-level
bar/restaurant in the Rialto will have a separate secured entrance and will
be outsourced to a local, reputable restaurateur, inviting diners to enjoy a
meal and gig artist entertainment pre/post shows, thus enabling continuous
operations on days when the theatre itself is closed to the public.
Over the next five years, nonprofit organizations using the Rialto are
expected to grow significantly, thus providing substantial increased benefits
to the local community. Thus RKF's five-year model is expected to grow
alongside its partners, reinvesting receipts, infusing new capital, and
opening new lines of business as opportunities present themselves. In
addressing RKF's basic operating budget once the theatre re-opens, the
following assumptions are made:
•Expenses will escalate 3% annually.
•Rental rates increase 5% annually.
•Renters pay a below market rental rate that will be determined through a
competitive comparison study of like venues throughout the Midwest.
•In addition to facility rental expenses, users will pay a custodial fee and an
implied percent toward CAPX.
•Other part-time labor (security, ushers, etc.) and special-use fees of
depreciable assets, such as rental of the foundation's grand piano will be
passed on to the renter at cost.
•Commercial activity level increases 10% annually.
•The business stabilizes by year 3 and becomes financially sustainable
thereafter.
•RKF will further the RKF mission through future impact investments.

Project or Program Assets
Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 1)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10990218737

Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 2)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10990218738

Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 3)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10990218739

Project: Artrium Rialto Creative
(ARC) Phase II
Executive Overview
Prepared for READI by
Leslie Koehlinger Russ, RKF Founder/President
July, 2021

Russ Koehlinger Foundation (RKF),
ARC Developer
Passionately dedicated to:
Serving Greater Fort Wayne & Bridging the Socio-Economic Divide

• Educational Institutions & NextGen Mentoring
• Artrepreneurial Leadership & Arts Sustainabilty Modeling
• Intentional Collaborative Neighboring & Cultural Acuity

Where there is no vision, the people perish - Proverbs 29:18
RKF believes that every individual has a calling, a special purpose.
RKF believes that diversity is the key to relationship and change.
RKF desires to electrify our next generation of leaders and help them achieve their full potential.
Dream to Change
To Change the World

Changing the Heart
Changes the Mind

Why Focus on The Integrated Arts?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve individual well-being and physical health
Unify communities; huge social impact
Improve academic performance & emotional intelligence (EQ)
Strengthen the economy; great for local merchants; Drives tourism
Lowers crime; promotes surrounding investment in infrastructure
Sparks creativity & innovation, which attracts a younger, highenergy demographic from outside Greater Fort Wayne

Why Invest in ARC Phase II – i.e.,
the Rialto Theatre?
• Rich with cultural and socio-economic diversity
• Dedicated, engaged ‘07 homeowner’s associations
• Timely, Strategic Opportunity in Greatest Impact Location
Proven programming + Intentional Neighboring =
New Central Nerve of a Fully Engaged Community

• The Rialto is the catalyst to a South Central Gateway Corridor!

South Central Corridor Vision
Entertainment
& One-off
Restaurants

Education &
Professional
Services/
Training
Residential
Row Houses,
Smart Condo's,
Historic
Homes

Shopping

SoCal North
Urban Anchor:
Lincoln
Financial

2-mile stretch:

Rialto
Theatre
District

Rialto Theatre District

SoCal South
Anchor: South
Side High
School

The Catalyst:
Rialto Theatre Renovation
Envision:
• The Rialto restored to its original Art Deco style!
• The distressed, gutted theater opening its entertainment doors again!
• Secure, aesthetic grounds, gardens, gazebo for outdoor functions!
• Collaborative space for gig artists to jam and create original art!
• The snowball surge of new businesses that will fuel a creative economy
because of one very strategic investment – the Rialto Theatre Renovation!

The Rialto’s Unfortunate Interior Condition

Picture the Transformation back to its
Renaissance Revival - Art Deco Style!

Imagine Beautiful Rialto Community Gardens!

Perhaps a Gorgeous Wedding Gazebo!

And inside the Rialto – Versatile Configurations:
Dinner Theatre or a Jazz Concert?

or … Theatre in the Round?

perhaps a Concert Hall with a Scenic Garden back-drop?

…and equipped with a Mega Drop-Down movie screen to
Transform the Rialto into a

Stylish, Boutique Cinema & Café?

A POST-COVID RENAISSANCE of
Neighborhood-Friendly, Smart Film Content

Renovation Considerations
• Parking – 4 adjacent lots owned by RKF becomes gated parking lot for theatre goers (sufficient for
launch but inadequate for growth)

• Parking to Theatre Access – widen & secure south and front of building sidewalks for patron
safety with mobility-challenged front door drop off

• Marquee – cost to rehab versus new signage (salvage existing marquee for interior bar/cafe and
historic purposes)

• Front of House Build-out – offices, escalator, wheel-chair size commercial elevator, catering
kitchen, café/lounge, ticketing/coat check, restrooms

• Theatre – reduced seating capacity (350) to accommodate mixed use configurations
• Basement – sealed and finished for storage and actor dressing rooms

Financial Investment:
New Construction Budget Assumptions
Restaurant1 (1,540sf @ $500sf)

$ 770,000

Bar/Level 2 Bar/Kitch.(2764sf @ $500sf) $1,382,000

350-seat Theatre (3600sf @ $250sf)

$ 900,000

Tobacco Shop (1960sf @ $250sf)

$ 490,000

Hallways/Bathrooms(1136sf @ $250sf)

$ 283,750

(fn#2) Cinema & Theatre specific

$ 750,000

Parking lot (concrete, iron fence, elec.gate) $ 200,000

Elevator (3 floors)

$ 200,000

(fn#1) property acquisition – add’l parking $ 150,000

Arch./Project Mgmt/Inspect.Fees/Permits$ 716,363

TOTAL CAPITAL REQUESTED
(fn#1) Beneficial, but not required to fulfill this project phase
(fn#2) Projector, seating, retractable screen, electronics, sound panels, specialty wiring,
amplifier, speakers, stage curtains, theatre stage lights

$5,842,113

RKF’s Sustainability Model
ARTRIUM RIALTO CREATIVE (ARC)
ANCHOR SUSTAINABILITY MODEL

2434 Lake Ave (IMTF HQ)

square feet
= 11,000

2434-2446
combined
square feet
= 6,780

2446 Lake Ave – Studios A & B
square feet
2426 Lake Ave – Studio Q
(Anchors: Leman Q-Studio; = 3,690
SunSpace Film, Cinema Center
+ tbd’s, Anchor common areas

RKF Properties (Rialto Theatre) –
2614-2616

2462 Lake Ave – The
Fishbowl

RKF Lake Ave tbd strategic unit acquisitions
RKF Rialto Theatre District tbd
strategic property acquisitions

ARC
Receivables

Misc.

Internet,
alarm.com

4837-5723-9722.2.30428.69181

RKF Lake Ave Account (ARC
Lease Account Management)

Russ Koehlinger Foundation (RKF)
Administrative Investment Account
ARC partners > 6 month
reserve, 51% annual
distribution to fund new ARC
properties, youth scholarships,
& seed new lines of business

Russ Koehlinger Foundation, Inc
ARC Expenses Payable

Association Fees Electric, Property
Deferred
(water, common gas,
& Liability Maintenance
area
internet,
Insurance
maintenance/
alarm.com
CapX, assoc.
insurance,
conference room,
security, parking)

square feet
= 1,230

ARC partners > 6
month reserve, 49%
quarterly distribution
Regular
Maintenance
(cleaning,
HVAC
systems, etc.

IMTF
24.5%

invest

sustainability

Build operating
reserves

CC Partner
24.5%
invest

sustainability

Build operating
reserves

Thank you for your consideration!

Project Cost/Budget – Construction Projects (if applicable)
Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Totals Per
Year 2021
Year 2022
Year 2023 Year 2024 Category

Description

Acquisition/Rights-of-Way Expense
Design/Inspection Expense
Legal/Financial Expense
Infrastructure Construction Cost
Building Construction Cost
Other Construction Costs

Pre-purchased (building + 4 vacant lots); Acquisition funds-add'l
$
parking
Architecture/design
plans, theatre consulting, PM, inspections, permits $
N/A (Co-owner/developer is attorney)

$
N/A (Start-up SG&A full 12 months already funded)
$
11,000 sf: interior demo/build-out: 350 seating, restaurant/bar, offices, $
cinema/theatre
specific
requirements
Parking lot (concrete,
wrought
iron fencing, electronic gate, elevator)
$
Project Construction Expenses Totals per year $

-

$

-

$ 716,363
$
$
$ 4,575,750
$ 400,000
$ 5,842,113

150,000 $
$
$
$
$
$
$

% of Total
Expense

-

$

-

$

150,000

3%

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$

716,363

12%

Total Construction Expenses Project Cost $

$

-

$

-

0%
0%

$ 4,575,750
$

400,000

78%
7%

5,842,113

(all fiscal years)

Project Cost/Budget – Programs (if applicable)
Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Totals Per
Year 2021
Year 2022
Year 2023 Year 2024 Category

Description

$
$
$
$
Project Program Expense Totals per year $

Total Program Expenses Project Cost

-

$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$

$

-

% of Total
Expense

$

-

#DIV/0!

$

-

#DIV/0!

$

-

#DIV/0!

$

-

#DIV/0!

(all fiscal years)

Funding Source
Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Cost – Fiscal Totals Per
Year 2021
Year 2022
Year 2023 Year 2024 Category

Description

READI
Other Funds $Historic Theatre
Renovation Grants
Private/Philanthropic Funds $
Local Government Funds $

- $
584,211 $

-

$
$

-

$
- $ 1,168,423 $
$ 1,168,423 $
- $
Project Income Totals per year $ 4,089,480 $ 1,752,634 $

-

$
$
$

-

League of Historic American Theaters, MJ Murdoch CT, National
Endowment for the Arts, Save America's Treasures
tbd

(all fiscal years)
(all
fiscal years; Construction Expenses + Program Expenses)

$
$

Private funding, including recurring RKF contributions

Total Project Income
Total Project Cost

$ 2,921,057 $
$
- $

$

5,842,114.00

$

5,842,113.00

% of Total
Expense

-

0%

584,211

10%

$ 1,168,423

20%

$ 1,168,423

20%

$ 2,921,057

